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In this article, we demonstrate robust modulation of beta activity in the human anterior temporal lobe during a name retrieval task. Increased beta power was consistently seen from both the left and right anterior temporal lobe for both proper and common name retrieval tasks. Measurement of these visual naming responses may provide the groundwork for future mapping modalities to localize eloquent cortex in the anterior temporal lobe.
THE ABILITY TO NAME PEOPLE, places, and things is unique to humans and fundamental to many daily activities. This ability is highly dependent on the anterior temporal lobes (ATL), especially the language-dominant ATL, where focal lesions (i.e., brain injury) result in a specific deficit for naming that is most pronounced for naming proper nouns (Damasio et al. 1996; Tranel 2009 ). ATL-related naming deficits are common after language-dominant anterior temporal lobectomy to treat seizures (Drane et al. 2008 (Drane et al. , 2013 Yucus and Tranel 2007) and also in patients with semantic dementia (Bozeat et al. 2000; Hurley et al. 2014; Lambon Ralph et al. 2001; Rogers et al. 2004) . Evidence suggests that ATL-related naming deficits are heteromodal (e.g., anomia for faces and voices), meaning the ability to name both visual and auditory inputs is impaired (Belfi and Tranel 2013; Waldron et al. 2014 ). Naming impairment is far more pronounced for naming unique entities compared with common entities (Damasio et al. 1996; Semenza 2011) .
Despite its clinical and scientific importance, the physiologic mechanisms underlying name retrieval in the ATL remain poorly understood, in large part because of technical limitations of noninvasive neuroimaging (e.g., signal dropout, limited spatiotemporal resolution) (Devlin et al. 2000; Grabowski et al. 2001; Visser et al. 2010) . Invasive electrophysiological (Abel et al. 2015; Chan et al. 2011; Chen et al. 2016; Shimotake et al. 2014 ) and transcranial magnetic stimulation (Pobric et al. 2007 ) studies have provided important information regarding the time course and specificity of naming and recognition-related processes; however, the physiologic mechanisms of name retrieval in the ATL remain poorly understood. Previous work studying electrocorticographic (ECoG) responses of inferior frontal (i.e., Broca's area) or posterior temporal (i.e., Wernicke's area) language-dominant cortex during various language tasks (including naming) has focused on responses in the high-gamma band (70 -150 Hz) (Canolty et al. 2007; Cervenka et al. 2013; Edwards et al. 2010; Miller et al. 2011; Sinai et al. 2005) . Induced high-gamma power has also been observed at select ATL sites in response to visual and auditory naming (Cervenka et al. 2013) . Studying the electrophysiology of the ATL in humans can be technically challenging due to limited cortical sampling by standard electrode configurations and the difficulty of identifying and rejecting prominent ocular muscle artifact (Kovach et al. 2011) . With dense electrode coverage of ATL cortex, we have found robust and consistent responses at lower frequencies (beta; 14 -30 Hz) during both visual and auditory proper naming (Abel et al. 2015) .
Although classically thought to mediate sensorimotor function, the physiologic significance of the beta rhythm outside sensorimotor cortex remains poorly understood (Engel and Fries 2010 ). Recent findings demonstrate that augmentation of beta oscillations may be involved in mediating top-down feedback on sensory cortexes (Bastos et al. 2015; Brovelli et al. 2004) , which means the beta rhythm may be an important candidate for the maintenance of cognitive states (Engel and Fries 2010) . Additionally, in multisensory (heteromodal) cortex such as the ATL, augmentation of slower brain rhythms may play a role in the integration of multiple sensory inputs from distant cortexes (Engel and Fries 2010) . Thus, given the evidence showing that the human ATL is crucial for name retrieval across input modalities, we hypothesized that name retrieval would be associated with robust and focal augmentation of low-frequency (i.e., beta band) responses in the human ATL. A previous study from our laboratory has described beta augmentation during both visual and auditory naming of U.S. presidents in a limited number of subjects (n ϭ 3) with dense coverage of the language-dominant ATL (Abel et al. 2015) . In the present study, we used an array specialized to provide dense coverage of ATL cortex (Abel et al. 2014) , allowing us to identify and characterize proper and common namingrelated modulation of the beta band in the human ATL using direct intracranial recordings in eight patients undergoing monitoring for seizure localization.
METHODS
Participants. The study subjects were eight neurosurgical patients (all male, age range 21-49; Table 1 ) who each underwent chronic (1-3 wk) intracranial recordings with ECoG for epileptic network localization. The University of Iowa Human Subjects Review Board approved the research protocol and written informed consent was obtained from each subject before the study.
All subjects underwent neuropsychological evaluation before electrode implantation ( Table 2 ). All of the subjects except one (subject L242) were right-handed as determined by neuropsychological measures (Oldfield 1971) . Additionally, all subjects had left language dominance as determined by Wada testing (Wada and Rasmussen 2007) . During the course of the intracranial electrode monitoring, seven subjects were determined to have epileptic foci in the temporal lobe, and one subject (L258) was found to have seizures arising from both the left frontal and left temporal lobe. Electrode sites with prominent interictal electrophysiologic abnormalities (e.g., interictal spikes) were removed from analysis to mitigate the influence of epileptiform abnormalities on data analysis.
Electrode implantation. Intracranial electrodes were implanted using a standard frontotemporal craniotomy in all subjects. The decision to perform chronic intracranial monitoring and the position of intracranial electrodes was based solely on clinical criteria. Dense coverage of the ATL was achieved in six subjects by combining a standard anteromedial strip electrode (Cohen-Gadol and Spencer 2003) with a specialized array tapered to fit over the convexity of the ATL (Abel et al. 2014 ). In two subjects (R212 and R288), dense coverage of the ATL was obtained using multiple anterior temporal strip electrodes.
Five subjects had predominantly left-sided coverage and three patients had predominantly right-sided coverage (however, 4 of the subjects had bilateral ATL coverage). Additionally, all subjects had coverage of the posterior fusiform gyrus (pFG), and one subject (L242) had coverage of the lateral occipital cortex. In all subjects, a subgaleal contact was used as a reference.
All subjects underwent whole brain MR and CT scanning before electrode implantation. To localize electrodes on each subject's threedimensional-rendered brain MR, high-resolution T1-weighted structural MRIs (in-plane resolution 0.78 ϫ 0.78 ϫ 1.0 mm) were obtained both before and after electrode implantation. Pre-and postimplantation MR and CT volumes were nonlinearly coregistered using a three-dimensional thin-plate spline morphing. Calculated transformation is applied to the coordinates for each electrode contact and plotted onto the cortical surface created from preimplantation images.
Task. Subjects named pictures of U.S. presidents or hand-held tools that were intermixed in the same blocks (Fig. 1) . The clinical naming deficit seen in patients after resection of the language dominant ATL is most pronounced for unique concrete entities (e.g., famous people); thus U.S. presidents were chosen as the stimuli to represent this category (Tranel 2009 ). For the U.S. president category, stimuli consisted of at least 150 pictures of Barack Obama, William Clinton, and George W. Bush (50 unique pictures for each president). In some cases, subjects also named John F. Kennedy (50 unique pictures) and Abraham Lincoln (50 unique pictures). We also studied tool naming. For the tool category, 50 unique pictures of 5-10 different hand held tools (e.g., hammer, saw) were presented. All pictures were obtained from the Internet and did not contain any text. Stimuli were chosen based on the results of preoperative naming performance on a screening test that included pictures of U.S. presidents. Since many patients with temporal lobe epilepsy have comorbid naming deficits, specific U.S. presidents (e.g., Barack Obama) were only included in the experiment if the subject was able to name them during preoperative screening. This preoperative screening was not performed for tool naming since object-naming deficits are less robust for patients with ATL dysfunction.
Stimulus randomization and presentation were performed with Presentation Software (version 14.9, www.neurobs.com). Picture stimuli were presented on a computer monitor placed ϳ1 m from the subject's face. For the task, each picture was presented for 1 s. After showing the picture for 1 s, the picture was replaced by a red cross that turned green after 1 s (2 s after the beginning of the trial) prompting the subject to verbally respond with the name of the item or person in the picture. A microphone located at the subject's bedside recorded verbal responses. In subjects L258, R288, and R307, the experimenter (T. J. Abel) manually triggered the onset of the next trial after the subject's response, also resulting in a variable intertrial interval (not Ͻ1 s). In all other subjects, the verbal response triggered the next trial, resulting in a variable intertrial interval (not Ͻ1 s). Data analysis. Epicortical ECoG signals were recorded continuously, amplified, filtered (1-to 1,000-Hz bandpass, 12 dB/octave rolloff), digitized at a sampling rate of 2,034 Hz, and stored for subsequent offline analysis. Data were downsampled to 1,000 Hz, filtered to remove 60-Hz line noise and its harmonics, and were segmented into 4-s trial epochs, from Ϫ1 to 3 s relative to stimulus onset.
Time-frequency analysis was implemented using two methods. A modified demodulated band transform-based algorithm (Clochon et al. 1996; Hao et al. 1992; Kovach and Gander 2016) was used for spectral analysis. For visualization, time-frequency analysis employed a computationally efficient form of frequency-domain complex demodulation (Bingham et al. 1967) . For a detailed description of our technique, we refer the reader to Kovach and Gander (2016) . The primary advantage of this approach, in addition to its efficiency, is its minimal susceptibility to spectral leakage artifacts. In brief, the technique is closely analogous to the standard short-time Fourier transform, except the signal is segmented and windowed in the frequency domain rather than the time domain. This is done by computing the discrete Fourier transform over the entire duration of the recording, segmenting the discrete Fourier transform over positive frequencies into overlapping windows of 1-, 2-, 4-, 10-, and 20-Hz bandwidth for theta (4 -7 Hz), alpha (7-14 Hz), beta (14 -30 Hz), gamma (30 -70 Hz), and high gamma (70 -150 Hz), respectively. Each segment was multiplied with a cosine window and separately applying the inverse FFT to each to obtain a bandpass-filtered and demodulated analytic signal, which is downsampled to an optimal rate. The result is equivalent to a bank of N th order finite impulse response bandpass filters, where N is the number of samples in the recording. For a given center frequency, c , the impulse response of the filter is h͓2k Ϫ N ր ⍀ s ͔ for h defined as:
where ⌬ is the half-width of the frequency window and ⍀ s its sampling rate, with all frequencies in radian angular units. The time resolution of the filter is therefore on the order of ր ⌬ ϭ 1 ր ⌬f , where ⌬f is the full window bandwidth in Hz. The minor (less than Ϫ20 dB total) additional time leakage of energy resulting from the oscillatory side lobes of this window is not expected to have any material effect on time resolution.
For statistical analysis comparing conditions of interest, eventrelated band power (ERBP) in the beta band (14 -30 Hz, obtained from the ECoG signal using 100th order FIR filter) was also calculated relative to the average ERBP of the entire 4-s epoch. This frequency range was selected based on spectral profile of recording sites within the ATL (Abel et al. 2015) . Contamination by ocular EMG artifact, which can be particularly prominent when recording from the ATL, was removed as previously described (Kovach et al. 2011) (Fig. 2) .
To determine the spatial distribution of beta band modulation, average beta ERBP increase in a 1-s window (300-1,300 poststimulus onset) from each ATL site was compared with prestimulus baseline activity with a one-tailed t-test, corrected for multiple comparisons using false discovery rate criterion (Benjamini and Hochberg 1995) , with significance threshold set to q ϭ 0.01.
RESULTS
Behavioral performance. The accuracy of person and tool naming during ECoG recording was determined for each subject. Incorrect responses were not used for subsequent ECoG analyses. Across all subjects, the overall accuracy for picture naming was 95.3%. Stratified by category, the accuracy of person naming was 95.6% and the accuracy of tool naming was 96.5%. Specific naming accuracies for each subject are listed in Table 2 . Most naming errors consisted of either the response "don't know" or a response omission (typically filler words such as "uh" or "um"). Substitution errors were more common for person naming (e.g., Bill Clinton for George Bush and vice versa) than tools. Fig. 1 . Schematic representation of person-and tool-naming tasks. Picture stimuli are displayed for 1 s, followed by a red fixation cross. This red fixation cross changes to a green fixation cross after 1 s signaling the subject to name the picture. Responses to person and tool naming. Visual person and tool naming tasks were associated with localized modulation of low-frequency power in the ATL (Figs. 3 and 4) . Low-frequency power alterations in the ATL were most consistent with what would classically be considered the beta band (i.e., 14 -30 Hz). Beta power modulation occurred in both the left and right ATL as seen in different subjects (see Fig. 3 for left ATL and Fig. 4 for right ATL). Localized ATL beta modulation occurred regardless of whether a person or tool was being named. In most cases, increases in beta power were observed at responsive ATL sites; however, some ATL sites showed decreased beta power during name retrieval. For example, electrode 218 in L222 and electrode 194 in R212 both exhibited attenuated beta power during name retrieval tasks. Overall, attenuated beta power was a less common response during name retrieval than augmented beta power; therefore, we focused our quantitative analysis on increases in the beta band.
In contrast, pFG recordings during person and tool naming demonstrated robust modulation of high-frequency power coinciding best with the high-gamma band (70 -150 Hz). In the single subject with recordings from the occipital lobe (L242), time-frequency analysis also revealed prominent increases in high-gamma power (Fig. 5) . Time-frequency analyses of pFG and occipital lobe were typified by this increased high-gamma power and also decreased beta power, as is described in numerous reports of visual (Kawasaki et al. 2012; Tsuchiya et al. 2008) , auditory , and sensorimotor cortex (Crone et al. 1998; Miller et al. 2007 ). Based on time frequency analyses, ATL beta band responses typically began at ϳ400 ms, although some ATL responses were seen as early as 200 ms. In contrast, all high-gamma pFG responses began at ϳ200 ms or earlier (Fig. 5) . High-gamma responses from occipital cortex were seen earlier than 200 ms.
Spatial distribution of ATL responses. To evaluate which cortical sites elicited U.S. president naming responses, increases in beta power were calculated 300-1,300 ms from visual stimulus onset were assessed for statistical significance. This time window was selected for statistical analysis based on the time-frequency characteristics of the ATL beta-band responses (Abel et al. 2015) . Thus ATL cortexes that exhibited significant (q Ͻ 0.001) for person and tool naming are depicted in Fig. 6 .
Of the anterior temporal regions of interest depicted in Fig. 3 , visual naming responses were most common (Ͼ60% cortical sites responsive) in the right FG (8/10 responsive sites; 80%), left middle temporal gyrus (22/32 responsive sites; 67%), right inferior temporal gyrus (12/18 responsive sites; 67%), and left inferior temporal gyrus (22/37 sites; 60%). Other responsive regions (25-60%) of cortical sites responsive were the right temporal pole (19/45 responsive sites; 42%), left superior temporal gyrus (11/29 responsive sites; 38%), right middle temporal gyrus (3/9 responsive sites; 30%), right parahippocampal gyrus (5/16 responsive sites; 30%), and left fusiform gyrus (1/7 responsive sites; 14%). The left parahippocampal gyrus, right superior temporal gyrus, and left temporal pole had a considerably lower proportion of responsive sites.
The right FG showed robust and consistent responses, a finding that was present in all subjects with right FG coverage. However, this was not found in the left FG. The middle temporal gyrus was the most reliably responsive region in the left ATL and was also responsive in all subjects with left ATL recordings. The inferior temporal gyri were also highly responsive on both the left and right side. Interestingly, the right temporal pole exhibited more responsive sites than the left temporal pole (42 vs. 11%).
DISCUSSION
Using high-density direct electrophysiologic recordings, we found robust modulation of beta oscillations in the languagedominant and nondominant ATL during visual famous person and tool naming tasks. The ATLs are known to play a crucial role in visual processing (Perrett et al. 1992; Tsao et al. 2003) , recognition (Drane et al. 2008; Tranel et al. 1997) , and language-dominant ATL name retrieval (Damasio et al. 1996 (Damasio et al. , 2004 . One of the most common complaints after neurosurgical resection of the language-dominant ATL, a common procedure for medically intractable temporal lobe epilepsy, is a severe and disabling impairment in naming (Drane et al. 2013; Tranel 2006) . Naming impairment resulting from language-dominant ATL damage is most pronounced for unique concrete entities, such as famous people (Damasio et al. 2004) or landmarks (Tranel 2006 ) but can also affect other categories (Griffin and Tranel 2007) . However, deficits for common nonunique entities are less pronounced and anomia is often not detected by the commonly used Boston Naming Test (Drane et al. 2008) .
Despite numerous lesion studies and functional neuroimaging studies demonstrating a crucial role for the nondominant ATL in recognition (Tranel et al. 1997 ) and the dominant ATL in name retrieval (Gorno-Tempini et al. 1998; Grabowski et al. 2001) , the physiologic mechanisms responsible for these pro- cesses are poorly understood. This is due in part to the limited spatial and temporal resolution of noninvasive functional neuroimaging techniques (Visser et al. 2010 ). The spatial resolution of functional (f)MRI is specifically limited at the ATL (and other brain structures abutting the skull base) due to MR susceptibility artifact (Devlin et al. 2000; Ojemann et al. 1997) , which can significantly influence responses as seen in the difference between positron emission tomography (PET) and fMRI responses in the ATL with the same task (Devlin et al. 2000) . Secondly, visual processing and name retrieval, both key components of clinically relevant naming, occur on millisecond timescales that cannot be resolved by blood-flowdependent response measures. Finally, ECoG-blood oxygen level-dependent (BOLD) correlation studies demonstrate that the BOLD signal is best correlated with high-frequency brain oscillations suggesting that lower frequency brain oscillations (e.g., theta or beta) may not be represented by the BOLD signal (Conner et al. 2011; Hermes et al. 2014; Lachaux et al. 2007 ). Newer fMRI analysis techniques (e.g., spatially corrected spin EPI and dual echo EPI) have mitigated the effects of fMRI signal dropout in anterior temporal cortex and when these techniques are adopted peak cortical activation reportedly occurs in the same region for both fMRI and grid recordings (Shimotake et al. 2014) ; however, it remains unclear what electrical activity may be missed by the limitations of the BOLD signal (Abel et al. 2015) . Taken together, these limitations represent substantial barriers to characterizing the neurophysiology of perception and language processes in the human ATL via noninvasive functional neuroimaging.
Several studies have investigated the electrophysiologic properties of language processes in the ATL using intracranial recordings. The inherent limitation of this work, as with all intracranial recording research, is limited sampling of cortex by electrodes brought about by the clinical necessity of recording specific brain regions and also technical difficulties in attaining coverage of particular brain structures. We recently developed an electrode array specialized to provide dense coverage of the ATL for clinical localization of anterior temporal epileptic networks (Abel et al. 2014) . Using this array in three patients with left ATL recordings, we showed that visual and auditory naming responses in the beta band occur at overlapping recording sites on ATL cortex (Abel et al. 2015) . Others have also studied language processes in the ATL using ECoG, and some studies have found alterations in high-frequency oscillations (i.e., the gamma band) as opposed to low-frequency oscillations (Cervenka et al. 2013; Chan et al. 2011) . Cervenka et al. (2013) reported high-gamma (50 -150 Hz) modulation in response to visual and auditory naming tasks in the ATL, with some of the responsive cortical sites responsive to both visual and auditory naming tasks. However, the authors did not evaluate specifically for significant increases in lower frequencies. Chan et al. (2011) performed intracerebral recordings from the posterior aspect of the ATL during a semantic categorization task and also found highgamma modulation. We have also found high-gamma re- sponses from the ATL during visual and auditory naming; however, these responses are relatively sparse compared with the beta band response (Abel et al. 2015) . Also, unlike the beta-band response, we did not find any ATL recording sites to exhibit high-gamma responses to both visual and auditory naming tasks (unlike Cervenka et al.) . It is possible that the discrepancies in findings regarding high-gamma or beta-band responses in the ATL are due to relatively limited or more posterior coverage in other studies, but this remains to be clarified. An additional challenge of interpreting intracranial recordings from anterior temporal and temporopolar cortex is the prominence of ocular EMG artifact, which generates spikes of broad-band power increase that must be considered during analysis (Jerbi et al. 2009; Kovach et al. 2011) .
Our main finding is that both the dominant and nondominant ATL demonstrate a robust, consistent, and localized betamodulation response during retrieval of names for visually presented famous people and tools. It is important to note that because our subject population is all male, it is possible that our results would not generalize across both males and females. These responses were most consistently found in the right FG and left middle temporal gyrus but also commonly in the bilateral inferior temporal gyri. Interestingly, we found a relatively high proportion of responses from the right temporal pole compared with the left temporal pole, despite an equal number of recording contacts in each group (n ϭ 45). At first glance, this may be unexpected given numerous lesion studies demonstrating the importance of the left temporal pole in name retrieval (Damasio et al. 1996; Drane et al. 2008) . However, the right temporal pole is thought to play a crucial role in the recognition of unique concrete entities, and this process is thought to precede name retrieval (Drane et al. 2008; Tranel et al. 1997) . For example, after seeing a stimulus, the right anterior temporal lobes may become engaged to process the meaning of the stimulus, while the left anterior temporal lobes are engaged to retrieve the name of the stimulus. Another interpretation is that the right and left ATL are both involved in semantic processing, which would provide a reason for the right ATL to be just as responsive as the left, but that the left side is associated with language deficits due to its more robust connectivity with left-side (language dominant) brain structures (Lambon Ralph et al. 2001) . Secondly, another reason why responses are not seen from the temporal pole itself may represent a limitation of lesion studies. Most of the patients examined in the lesion studies have undergone anterior temporal lobectomies and have concomitant resection of both the middle temporal gyrus and temporal pole. Therefore, it is possible that damage to the anterior middle temporal gyrus is responsible for the naming deficit seen in anterior temporal lobectomy patients, despite that the most concentrated lesion overlap is typically the temporal pole itself. Ultimately, however, the causal significance of increased beta power in the right temporal pole remains unknown. Future studies (e.g., electrical stimulation) may be able to isolate the effects of the right temporal pole, which would improve our understanding of the role of beta augmentation in right temporopolar cortex.
Interestingly, although language-dominant ATL damage is associated with more pronounced declines in naming unique concrete entities than common nouns, we observed similar activation patterns for both U.S. presidents and tools in both the language-dominant and nondominant ATLs. One possible interpretation of this is that the ATL is involved in categorygeneral semantic processing .
It is important to note that the physiologic significance and role of beta oscillations outside of sensorimotor cortexes is a topic of debate (Engel and Fries 2010) . One hypothesis is that beta oscillations mediate top-down maintenance of cognitive states (Engel and Fries 2010) . As reviewed by Engel and Fries (2010) , evidence for this hypothesis from the motor system comes from the observation that beta oscillations are attenuated during voluntary movements (Miller et al. 2007 ) but increased following during motor holding periods (Brovelli et al. 2004; Chakarov et al. 2009 ). In support of this view, recent findings from conditional Granger causality analysis suggest that beta oscillations mediate top-down feedback interactions in the primate visual system (Bastos et al. 2015) . In contrast, this Granger causality study found that theta-gamma oscillations mediate feed-forward interactions in the visual system. Lower frequency oscillations such as beta may also play a role in the integration of neuronal inputs over large distances, for example, between fusiform gyrus and the ATL. Support for this comes from modeling studies that show that the increased cycle length of beta oscillations can support synchrony of distance inputs in the setting of increased conduction delay (Kopell et al. 2000) . A combination of slow and fast oscillations may support cross-modal interactions of distant neuronal inputs (Schroeder et al. 2008) , which may be relevant to low-frequency oscillations in the ATL. Recently, evidence from nonhuman primates has shown that phase resetting of low-frequency oscillations in ATL by face stimuli increases the probability of voice cell firing (Perrodin et al. 2015) . Both the integration of distant neural inputs and integration of crossmodal inputs are feasible roles for low-frequency oscillations in the ATL.
The potential significance of beta oscillations for the cognitive task examined in our study is not currently known, but the integration of visual and auditory input and maintenance of cognitive states is relevant to name retrieval by the ATL. Convergent lines of evidence demonstrate that the ATL is a "convergence zone" that links visual and auditory input for retrieval of names and conceptual knowledge (Belfi and Tranel 2013; Binney et al. 2012; . For example, anatomical studies have shown that the ATL receives convergent input from visual, auditory, and olfactory cortexes (Moran et al. 1987 ). More recently, MR diffusion tensor imaging analyses have shown graded convergence of visual and auditory inputs in the human ATL, also consistent with the idea that the ATL mediates retrieval of information in response to both visual and auditory inputs (Binney et al. 2012) . Neuropsychologically, damage to the left ATL is known to cause more severe impairment to naming, specifically for unique concrete entities (Tranel 2006) , and this may be explained by unique connectivity of the language dominant ATL to the language system, which is distinct from the nondominant ATL (Hurley et al. 2014) . We have previously demonstrated that 50% of ATL sites showing beta-band responses overlap for both visual and auditory naming of U.S. presidents, consistent with the idea of graded convergence in the ATL. Thus the necessity of multisensory integration from distant cortical inputs may explain why the ATL exhibits prominent beta-band responses. The integration of distant cortical inputs is also an important feature of the "hub and spoke" model of semantic representa-tion (Lambon Ralph 2014; Rogers et al. 2004) , of which the ATL is an important hub. Thus another possible interpretation is that beta modulation in the ATL represents this integration across distant cortical areas.
The ATL may also utilize beta oscillations to maintain cognitive states necessary for the retrieval of information across sensory modalities. Primate electrophysiologic studies have reported beta-mediated feedback within the visual system hierarchy (Bastos et al. 2015) . Previous theories of information retrieval by heteromodal convergence zones (e.g., the ATL) postulate that retroactivation of sensory cortexes may mediate the retrieval of modality-specific information (Damasio 1989) . Thus one possible interpretation is that ATL beta oscillations represent top-down interactions between the ATL and sensoryspecific cortexes to mediate information retrieval. ATL-mediated feedback to visual cortex has been previously reported in fMRI studies (Pehrs et al. 2015) .
In conclusion, we demonstrate robust and consistent beta modulation in the human ATL in response to visual naming of famous people and tools. The presence of induced beta oscillations in the ATL during a visual naming task is consistent with the idea that ATL is a convergence zone for the retrieval of visually presented entities. The cognitive and clinical significance of these induced low-frequency rhythms should be further evaluated.
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